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New Experimental Results for Bipartite MatchingJo~ao C. Setubal �November 12, 1992AbstractWe present experimental results for 3 bipartite matching al-gorithms on three classes of sparse graphs. Goldberg's maximumow algorithm [Gol87, GT88b], specialized for unweighted bipar-tite graphs, is the most robust algorithm, being the fastest by asigni�cant margin in two of the classes and competitive in the otherone. The other two algorithms are Hopcroft and Karp's [HK73] andAlt, Blum, Mehlhorn, and Paul's [ABMP91], and both have betterworst-case bounds than Goldberg's algorithm. The input classesused are variations of random bipartite graphs. We also show thatspeed-ups of up to 3.2 with respect to the sequential implemen-tation can be obtained by parallelizing Goldberg's algorithm on ashared-memory multiprocessor using up to 12 processors.1 IntroductionThe bipartite matching problem is: given a bipartite graph G = (U; V; E),with n = jU j + jV j and m = jEj, we want to �nd a set of edges ofmaximum cardinality such that no edge in the set shares a vertex withany other vertex in the set. This set is the maximum matching. In�Supported in part by Richard Anderson's NSF CER grant CCR-861966 andBrazilian Agency FAPESP grant 87/1385-7. This work was done while the authorwas on leave from State University of Campinas (unicamp, Brazil). E-mail addresssetubal@dcc.unicamp.br. 1



the case of sparse graphs the best sequential algorithm is by Hopcroftand Karp [HK73], which achieves a worst-case running time of O(pnm).For dense graphs, the best algorithm is by Alt, Blum, Mehlhorn, andPaul [ABMP91], having a worst-case bound of O(n1:5pm= logn).It is well known that bipartite matching is just a special case of themaximum ow problem. In fact, Hopcroft and Karp's algorithm can beseen as a version of Dinic's algorithm for maximum ow [Din70], special-ized for unweighted bipartite graphs [ET75]. Experimental results for themaximum ow problem [DM89, AS92a] have shown that Goldberg's al-gorithm for maximum ow [Gol87, GT88b] is the fastest in practice fora large number of input classes, outperforming Dinic's algorithm (thesecond fastest) by a large margin. Given these results, it is natural toask how do these two algorithms compare when solving bipartite match-ing problems in practice. The answer is not obvious since Goldberg'salgorithm is very di�erent from Dinic's algorithm. In addition, whenGoldberg's algorithm is specialized for unweighted bipartite graphs ithas a complexity of O(nm). The algorithm by Alt, Blum, Mehlhorn,and Paul (henceforth called the abmp algorithm) is the third algorithmconsidered, and it can be seen as a cross between Dinic's and Goldberg'salgorithms. The experimental results presented in this paper indicatethat for two of the input classes considered Goldberg's algorithm is in-deed the faster algorithm, and the abmp algorithm is the fastest on theother class, with Goldberg's a close second. In one of the input classes,Goldberg's algorithm is nearly 10 times faster than Dinic's and threetimes faster than the abmp algorithm. The input classes considered arethree variations of random bipartite graphs; they were designed to berepresentative of bipartite matching problems that might arise in prac-tice. The largest instances solved have 120000 vertices.On another set of experiments, Anderson and Setubal [AS92b] haveshown how to obtain good speed-ups for Goldberg's maximum ow al-gorithm when implemented on a shared-memory multiprocessor with asmall number of processors. So it is again natural to ask whether a par-allel implementation of Goldberg's algorithm specialized for unweightedbipartite graphs can achieve some speed-up over the sequential imple-2



mentation, on the same kind of platform. And again the answer is notobvious, and for the following reason. Any program to solve a bipartitematching problem should start with an initial matching. The simplestinitial matching is the \greedy" one, in which a match is attempted be-tween each vertex in U and the �rst vertex on its adjacency list. For theinput classes described in this paper, this initial greedy matching matchesover 80% of the vertices. From experience gained with the maximum owproblem [AS92b] it was feared that not much parallelism would be avail-able to match the remaining 20% or so vertices. Yet in this paper we re-port success in obtaining speed-ups for all inputs. The numbers obtainedlook somewhat modest, ranging from 2.4 to 3.2 with 12 processors on thelargest instances, but the point is that we demonstrate that some speed-up is possible. One application for such an implementation would bein the initial matching phase for a parallel algorithm for the assignmentproblem, such as the one described in [BMPT91]. We would also like tonote that parallel bipartite matching has received considerable attentionfrom the theory community [Gro92, GPST92, GPV88, GT88a, SM89],but the algorithms described do not seem suitable for implementation.The remaining of the paper is divided in two parts: in the �rst (sec-tion 2), the sequential experiments are described, including implementa-tions, test data and methodology, and results. In the second part (sec-tion 3), the same structure is used to describe the parallel experiments.Conclusions are given at the end.2 Sequential Experiments2.1 ImplementationsIn this section we briey describe the particulars of our implementationsof Dinic's, Goldberg's and abmp algorithms. We assume the reader isfamiliar with all three algorithms.All implementations work with the two partitions, U and V , as sep-arate entities, each partition having its own data structure. All use thesame initial greedy matching mentioned in the previous section. Dinic's3



and Goldberg's algorithms use the concept of source and sink implicitly.(The source is considered to be on the U side and the sink on the Vside.) Finally, all programs are relatively straightforward implementa-tions of their respective algorithms and no special tricks were used, inorder to keep the comparison as fair as possible. We note, however, thatthe abmp implementation was the least mature of the three presentedhere.The Dinic implementation has the following basic features:� the implementation is able to work almost exclusively with the Upartition, for both the layered graph construction and the aug-menting path search. The vertices in the V partition serve only as\pointers" to vertices in the U partition, or to the implicit sink.� the layered graph is also implicit, given by appropriate ag settingson the edges.� two sub-implementations are presented: one (denoted by dinic1)uses a strict layered graph; another (denoted by dinic2) allows (im-plicit) layered-graph edges between exposed vertices in V and thesink even when the layer to which these vertices belong is equal toor greater than the sink's.The Goldberg implementation has the following features:� The implementation works with both U and V partitions, meaningthat active vertices can belong to either of the two. However anactive vertex is treated di�erently depending on whether it belongsto U or to V . For a vertex belonging to U to be active means thatit is not currently matched and all edges incident to it belong to theresidual graph. An active vertex belonging to V has been matchedby more than one vertex, but some of the edges incident to it maynot belong to the residual graph. These di�erences are reectedboth in the push and relabel operations.� The active vertices are processed in fifo order, and discharge ofan active vertex is done until its excess is zero.4



� the initial greedy matching is complemented by the following ac-tion: if a vertex belonging to U was not able to �nd an unmatchedvertex in V , it matches with its �rst neighbor in its adjacency list.As a consequence at the start all vertice in U are matched and theinitial active vertices will be the \overmatched" vertices in V .� a global relabeling heuristic, similar to that described in [AS92a],is used periodically, with frequency equal to n=2. This heuristic isa backwards breadth-�rst search performed on the residual graph,changing labels on vertices from approximate distances to the sinkor to the source into exact distances.The implementation of the abmp algorithm has the following fea-tures:� As originally proposed, the algorithm processes vertices up to acertain layer, then �nds the last augmenting paths by using Dinic'salgorithm. In this implementation we simply let the algorithmprocess all layers. A heuristic is used to determine when to stopprocessing vertices, and is based on the gap relabeling techniqueof Derigs and Meier [DM89].� A global relabeling routine, very similar to the one used in theGoldberg implementation, is invoked periodically to relabel all ver-tices. The routine is called after every n relabels.� A queue is used to manage the unmatched vertices in U . Everytime the global relabeling routine is invoked, it ushes the queueand �lls it with the currently unmatched vertices in U in the properorder.2.2 Environment, input classes, and methodology of ex-perimentsThe sequential experiments were done on a DECstation 5000/125, run-ning ultrix 4.1 with 32 MB of main memory. The programs were writ-ten in C, compiled with the regular cc compiler and using the optimizer5



-O ag. Running times were measured with the system call getrusageby selecting �eld ru utime.As mentioned before, the graphs used to test the programs are vari-ations of random bipartite graphs. In these graphs each vertex has anexpected number of neighbors. The actual number is obtained by sim-ulating a Poisson random variable which in turn approximates the bi-nomial random variable in a real random graph [Fel68]. We used thevalue 5 for number of expected edges per vertex. In all classes jU j = jV j,and the resulting maximum matchings were always just below perfect,matching around 99% of the vertices. The classes, with the acronymswe use to designate them in this paper, are as follows:� random (random). The neighbors for each vertex in U are chosenat random from all vertices in V .� few groups (few-g). The vertices in U and V are divided into n1groups of n2 vertices each. The neighbors for a vertex belongingto U in group i are chosen at random from vertices in groups i� 1and i in V , except for vertices in group 1. These have neighborsin group 1 in V only. The value for n1 is �xed at 30, and onlyn2 varies as we increase the total number of vertices (n = 2n1n2).Note that the �rst group in U and the last group in V have only2.5 expected edges per vertex.� many groups (many-g). Similar to the previous, but n1 is �xed at500.The classes few-g and many-g were designed having in mind problemsthat can be reduced to bipartite matching, such as the maximum numberof vertex-disjoint paths problem. In these problems the resulting graphin the reduction is bipartite, but if the graph is planar or nearly planareach vertex will only have as neighbors vertices in the surrounding area.For each class, the programs were tested on instances having 30000,60000, and 120000 vertices. Given the value selected for the expectednumber of neighbors per vertex, the number of edges was always approx-6



time (secs) Augm Pushesn dinic1 dinic2 goldberg abmp dinic1 dinic2 goldberg30000 5.9 3.9 2.5 2.0 10 6 3724060000 15.8 9.7 5.9 4.4 12 6 84162120000 35.9 22.5 12.5 8.8 13 7 162940growth rates 1.30 1.26 1.16 1.07 0.19 0.11 1.06Table 1: Results for class random. Augm is mean number of augmentingphases. Pushes is mean number of push operations.imately 2:5n. In each size, 20 instances were solved, using di�erent seedsfor the pseudo-random number generator (which was unix's random()).Further characteristics of the experiments are as follows:� At the end of each run the solution is checked for consistency andmaximality.� Running times reported exclude input, checking, and output time,and are means over the 20 instances solved in each size and class.� Asymptotic performance (growth rate) was estimated by doing apower regression analysis using a standard least-squares methodfor the �t.2.3 Results and analysisIn tables 1, 2, and 3 we report the running times, operation counts,and growth rates of these measurements for classes random, few-g, andmany-g, respectively. The growth rates reported are approximate bothbecause the number of data points is small and because of variance in themeans on which they are based. In most cases the standard deviation of amean was under 20% of the mean. For the Goldberg implementation onclasses random and many-g the standard deviation of the mean numberof pushes was as high as 29% of the mean; for the abmp implementation7



time (secs) Augm Pushesn dinic1 dinic2 goldberg abmp dinic1 dinic2 goldberg30000 28.0 21.8 4.3 11.3 59 45 8920260000 100.3 69.5 9.8 30.3 94 65 188318120000 341.2 222.9 23.5 78.4 137 90 419030growth rates 1.80 1.68 1.23 1.40 0.61 0.50 1.12Table 2: Results for class few-g. Augm is mean number of augmentingphases. Pushes is mean number of push operations.time (secs) Augm Pushesn dinic1 dinic2 goldberg abmp dinic1 dinic2 goldberg30000 11.1 4.2 4.5 5.8 31 9 10096260000 26.9 11.0 8.9 10.2 34 11 188791120000 88.4 38.1 21.5 30.8 53 19 451838growth rates 1.50 1.59 1.13 1.20 0.39 0.54 1.08Table 3: Results for class many-g. Augm is mean number of augmentingphases. Pushes is mean number of push operations.8



on class many-g the standard deviation for the running times were ashigh as 28% of the mean. Therefore the growth rates in those cases maybe less accurate.In any case it is clear from the tables that Goldberg's algorithm didvery well. It was the fastest algorithm in two of the classes consideredand the second fastest on the other class. In class few-g in particular itwas nearly 10 times faster than implementation dinic2 and three timesfaster than abmp for the largest size tested. Note that the running timegrowth rates for Goldberg's algorithm are much better than the worst-case bounds.Why did Dinic's algorithm, which has the best worst-case bound, fareso poorly? Pro�les of Dinic's algorithm execution indicate that most ofthe time (between 75 and 85%) is spent in layered-graph construction,and the rest on augmenting path search. This imbalance is due to the fol-lowing fact. In the initial augmenting phases many augmenting paths arefound in each phase. In the �nal phases, however, only a few augmentingpaths are discovered, but the whole cost of layered-graph constructionhas to be paid even if only one such path is found. Thus Dinic's algo-rithm fared relatively well when the number of phases was small, as inthe random class, but did poorly when the number of phases was large,as in class few-g. The abmp algorithm, which still looks for augmentingpaths but does not have the concept of phases, fares better than Dinic'sin all cases. Goldberg's algorithm, on the other hand, not only does notwork in phases but also does away with the need for �nding augmentingpaths, and thus came out as the most robust algorithm, having similarrunning times in all classes considered.Some other observations can be made by comparing the two Dinicimplementations. Implementation dinic2 was much better than dinic1even though dinic2 can potentially have longer augmenting paths. An-other observation is that some of the growth rates measured for theseimplementations do not agree with worst-case prediction. For sparsegraphs, Dinic's algorithm has complexity O(n1:5), and we see that im-plementation dinic1 on class few-g and implementation dinic2 on classmany-g have running time growth rates larger than 1.5. This can also be9



seen in the augmenting phases growth rate, which should be at most 0.5.On the other hand, the number of augmenting phases for a given size ismuch less than pn, the worst-case bound. Finally, it was surprising tosee that Dinic's algorithm had better performance on class many-g thanin class few-g, since we presumed that in class many-g the augmentingpaths would be longer and lead to more augmenting phases.3 Parallel Experiments3.1 ImplementationThe parallel implementation of Goldberg's algorithm follows the samestructure as the sequential implementation and therefore it is relativelysimple. The speci�c techniques for parallel implementation were thesame as those described in [AS92b], with the following minor lockingsimpli�cation: when relabeling an active vertex in U , it is not necessaryto keep the vertex locked while scanning its edges, but only when itslabel is updated.3.2 Environment, input classes, and methodology of ex-perimentsThe experiments were conducted on a Sequent Symmetry S81 with 20Intel 16Mhz 80386 processors, and 32 megabytes of memory, runningDYNIX 3.0. Each processor has a 64 Kbyte cache memory. The programwas written in C using the Parallel Programming Library provided withSequent systems, which allows the forking of processes, one per processor.The input classes, sizes, and methodology used were similar to thosefor the sequential experiments, with the following di�erences:� the number of expected edges per vertex was 4; as a result,m � 2n.� only 10 instances per class and size were solved, but each instancewas solved 4 times and running time for an instance was taken asthe mean over these 4 runs. This is necessary because we observedsigni�cant variations from run to run.10



n = 30000; speed-up = 2.4p seq 1 2 4 8 12time 8.7 15.7 9.1 5.9 4.2 3.9disch 43238 46033 48139 51081 58249 70477relab 17588 18812 20035 22179 29230 40934n = 60000; speed-up = 2.6p seq 1 2 4 8 12time 18.5 33.5 18.7 11.3 8.4 7.2disch 89254 97266 100888 105029 119027 143774relab 36634 40822 42766 46083 60632 82911n = 120000; speed-up = 3.2p seq 1 2 4 8 12time 77.1 134.7 65.4 36.4 27.0 24.7disch 195755 208774 223232 231655 254705 280575relab 82513 88646 98184 105154 130295 152426Table 4: Results for class random. Time is in seconds; p is number ofprocessors, and seq labels the column corresponding to the sequentialprogram. Disch is mean number of discharges; relab is mean number ofrelabel operations.� each instance was solved using 1, 2, 4, 8, and 12 processors.3.3 Results and analysisTables 4, 5, and 6 present the results for the parallel implementationon classes random, few-g, and many-g, respectively. First note that eachspeed-up �gure reported is the mean over the individual speed-ups com-puted for each instance. This individual speed-up in turn is computedas the sequential time for an instance divided by the mean time over 4runs with 12 processors for that instance. As can be seen in the tables aspeed-up was obtained for every class and size tested, and the speed-upstend to get better as the size increases. On the other hand, at 12 pro-11



n = 30000; speed-up = 1.9p seq 1 2 4 8 12time 13.8 26.9 15.5 10.0 7.5 7.4disch 80356 89606 89919 92810 101417 115213relab 37364 40707 41445 44323 53430 64887n = 60000; speed-up = 2.6p seq 1 2 4 8 12time 33.5 61.4 34.8 20.8 14.8 13.0disch 189324 203474 210476 215206 238042 277946relab 89819 93791 99119 105415 127473 159276n = 120000; speed-up = 3.1p seq 1 2 4 8 12time 87.6 152.5 85.0 53.1 33.7 28.5disch 410474 426162 426565 450914 465816 528364relab 196274 197184 199295 219446 240936 291049Table 5: Results for class few-g. Time is in seconds; p is number ofprocessors, and seq labels the column corresponding to the sequentialprogram. Disch is mean number of discharges; relab is mean number ofrelabel operations. 12



n = 30000; speed-up = 2.1p seq 1 2 4 8 12time 14.5 25.9 14.7 9.4 7.1 6.9disch 87164 90228 90029 93759 106636 126676relab 39106 39639 40418 44045 54753 70406n = 60000; speed-up = 2.0p seq 1 2 4 8 12time 35.5 65.5 38.2 24.0 19.0 18.2disch 210858 229238 222816 221149 247307 283217relab 97523 104207 102027 103839 125486 153867n = 120000; speed-up = 2.4p seq 1 2 4 8 12time 85.3 151.8 88.1 58.8 39.6 39.9disch 416300 456833 451365 463682 478123 563417relab 193499 208765 208621 220081 241405 297968Table 6: Results for class many-g. Time is in seconds; p is number ofprocessors, and seq labels the column corresponding to the sequentialprogram. Disch is mean number of discharges; relab is mean number ofrelabel operations. 13



cessors the decrease in running time over 8 processors is quite small, andin some cases there was actually an increase. The count disch reportedon the tables refers to the action of getting an active vertex and pushingow from it until its excess is zero.Similarly to the maximum ow study [AS92b], hardware e�ects suchas bus contention, and lack of parallelism (insu�cient number of activevertices to keep all processors busy most of the time) are the main reasonsthat explain why it is di�cult to obtain better speed-ups. However, oneadditional reason speci�c to this work is that the frequency of globalrelabelings at 12 processors is not high enough. This is what happens:by the time a global relabeling is completed, the next global relabelingis already due, because in the meantime the processors were able tocomplete more than the total number of discharges necessary to triggerthe next global relabeling. As a consequence the number of dischargesand relabel operations increases markedly when the number of processorsincreases from 8 to 12, as can be seen in the tables. It should be possibleto overcome this problem, either by a careful tuning of the parametersinvolved or by having more than one global relabeling at the same time.However, we do not expect any large improvements in the speed-ups evenwith these changes.4 Conclusions and further workThe basic conclusion that can be drawn from this study is that the prac-tical e�ciency of the algorithmic ideas in Goldberg's method for solvingthe maximum ow problem also extend to the more specialized bipartitematching problem. The results in this paper, coupled with results forthe maximum ow problem [DM89, AS92a], and for the more generalmin-cost max-ow problem [GK92], show the remarkable power of thepush-relabel method in practice. We believe that the results obtained inthis work reinforce the need for a theoretical study of average case per-formance of Goldberg's algorithm, just as was observed in the maximumow study.In terms of other experiments, it would be interesting to test the14
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